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Rapid Java Persistence and Microservices: Persistence Made Easy Using Java EE8, JPA and SpringApress, 2019

	
		
			Gain all the essentials you need to create scalable microservices, which will help you solve real challenges when deploying services into production. This book will take you through creating a scalable data layer with polygot persistence. You’ll cover data access and query patterns in Spring and JPA in high-performance...
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Machine Learning for Mobile: Practical guide to building intelligent mobile applications powered by machine learningPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Leverage the power of machine learning on mobiles and build intelligent mobile applications with ease

	
		Key Features

		
			Build smart mobile applications for Android and iOS devices
	
			Use popular machine learning toolkits such as Core ML and TensorFlow Lite
	
			Explore...
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J2EE Security for Servlets, EJBs, and Web ServicesPrentice Hall, 2003
J2EE developers have an extraordinary array of powerful options for securing their Web services, Web applications, EJB components and RMI objects. Now, expert Java architect Pankaj Kumar helps developers make sense of Java's increasingly rich security APIs, tools, patterns, and best practices-showing how to use each of them in the right place,...
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Sams Teach Yourself Gmail in 10 Minutes (Sams Teach Yourself -- Minutes)Sams Publishing, 2010

	Sams Teach Yourself Gmail in 10 Minutes gives you straightforward, practical answers when you need fast results. By working through its 10-minute lessons, you’ll learn how to take complete control over your email–and communicate with anyone, anywhere–quickly and easily!

...
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CUDA Fortran for Scientists and Engineers: Best Practices for Efficient CUDA Fortran ProgrammingMorgan Kaufmann, 2013

	CUDA Fortran for Scientists and Engineers shows how high-performance application developers can leverage the power of GPUs using Fortran, the familiar language of scientific computing and supercomputer performance benchmarking. The authors presume no prior parallel computing experience, and cover the basics along with best practices...
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Building Social Web Applications: Establishing Community at the Heart of Your SiteO'Reilly, 2009
Building a web application that attracts and retains regular visitors is tricky enough, but creating a social application that encourages visitors to interact with one another requires careful planning. This book provides practical solutions to the tough questions you'll face when building an effective community site -- one that makes visitors feel...
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The Gale Encyclopedia Of Cancer: A Guide To Cancer And Its Treatments (Gale Encyclopedia of Cancer) 2 Volume SetGale, 2005

	Unfortunately, man must suffer disease. Some diseases

	are totally reversible and can be effectively treated.

	Moreover, some diseases with proper treatment have

	been virtually annihilated, such as polio, rheumatic

	fever, smallpox, and, to some extent, tuberculosis. Other

	diseases seem to target one organ, such as the heart,...
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Reasoning with Probabilistic and Deterministic Graphical Models: Exact Algorithms (Synthesis Lectures on Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2013

	
		Graphical models (e.g., Bayesian and constraint networks, influence diagrams, and Markov decision processes) have become a central paradigm for knowledge representation and reasoning in both artificial intelligence and computer science in general. These models are used to perform many reasoning tasks, such as scheduling, planning and...
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Enterprise JavaBeans Component Architecture: Designing and Coding Enterprise ApplicationsPrentice Hall, 2002
Proven techniques and patterns for enterprise development.

	Design guidelines for EJB 2.0 component architecture
	Powerful patterns for enterprise application design
	Extensive real-world code examples
	Covers every type of component, including message-driven beans


This...
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Office VBA Macros You Can Use Today: Over 100 Amazing Ways to Automate Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook, and AccessHoly Macro! Books, 2006
A simple macro language appeared in version 3 of VisiCalc. When Lotus 1-2-3 introduced the keystroke macro recorder, accountants everywhere began developing arcane little macros to automate the daily task of importing and formatting sales data in their spreadsheets. When Excel 5 shipped with a new macro language called VBA in 1993, the world...
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Objects, Abstraction, Data Structures and Design: Using C++John Wiley & Sons, 2005


	Our goal in writing this book was to combine a strong emphasis on problem solving

	and software design with the study of data structures. To this end, we discuss applications

	of each data structure to motivate its study. After providing the specification

	(a header file) and the implementation of an abstract data type, we cover case...
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Full Stack JavaScript: Learn Backbone.js, Node.js, and MongoDBApress, 2018

	
		
			Learn agile JavaScript web development using the latest cutting-edge front-end and back-end technologies including Node.js, MongoDB, Backbone.js, Parse.com, Heroku, and Microsoft Azure. Using a key project example of a message board app, you will learn the foundations of a typical web application: fetching data, displaying...
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